Esteemed Prof. Weibo Huang:
Esteemed Prof. Liming Sheng:
Hello Friends and Associates involved in Polyureas here in China.
I’m Lee Hanson, President of The Hanson Group LLC and one of four members of the Strategic
Alliance Group of PDA - World Wide representing the Polyurea Development Association “ PDA” USA. Lee Bowers President of Polyvers International is joining me and representing PDA - USA
and PDA - Europe. We are both Past-Presidents of PDA - USA.
We would like to congratulate the Spray Polyurea Exhibition on the successful organization of this
conference. We hope that this week will provide an excellent forum for educating and training the
Chinese Industry on the many exciting uses of Spray Polyurea. It is a very thrilling moment for us
to be here at this historic event. Based on the growth we have seen in Polyureas around the
globe, it is very important that conferences like this take place in various regions of the world to
better educate the technical community on how best to specify, prepare and apply
polyureas. There are many successful applications of Polyureas in various construction and
OEM industries. We plan to show you many this week. However, whenever there is a failure due
to the wrong product being specified or the preparation not being done correctly, then everyone
suffers from this bad publicity. We want to work with you from the Polyurea Development
Association to minimize any polyurea failures. This is a great technology with incredible
opportunities. With everyone’s participation and cooperation, we all win. We all create our own
success stories. We all make money.
The fact that this Spray Polyurea Exhibition is taking place in Beijing China following the highly
successful 2008 Olympic games is close to my heart. In 1996, we also hosted the Summer
Olympics in my home town of Atlanta, Georgia in the USA. In recognition of the first SPUA
Conference in China, I would like to present a gift to Dr. Weibo Wang and his associates for
planning and organizing this event. From Atlanta to Beijing, I would like to present this personal
collection of Pins from the 16 days of the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games. The Beijing Games were
an improvement on our Atlanta Games. We look forward to Polyureas in China being an ongoing
improvement in the technology that has been developing for the past twenty years.
Thank you for having us in Beijing and we look forward to working together with all of you.
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